
  

The new Intesa-San Paolo Skyscraper in Torino

BUILDING STATISTICS

Type of building:  
office building

Size: 50.000 m2

Footprint: 1000 m2

Lot size: 6400 m2 

Volume: 160.000 m3

Occupancy: 2850
 

Energy Demand 
for winter air 
conditioning :  
30,91  KWh/m3year

Energy Demand 
for summer air 
conditioning:  
76,2  KWh/m3year

Lighting : 
14,4  KWh/m3year 

Lifts: 
1,3  KWh/m3year

Grosa park: models and sketch

Building models

aerial view masterplan

Public hall, urban link between 
Grosa park and C.so Inghilterra
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DOUBLE SKIN FAÇADE

The external wall of simple glass  to high light transmission can maximize the penetration of natural light. In 
winter it acts as a protective screen, reducing the effects of heat loss by convection and radiation. The presence 
of a mobile solar shading between the two skins gives it a role of sunscreen extremely important to reduce 
significantly the contributions during summer time.
Winter
Although permeable, limiting the replacement of air between the two skins, allows the formation of a thermal 
buffer space, limiting the
bump of temperature between  external and inner skin. Finally, the presence of glass creates a shielding effect 
compared to radiative losses: the internal façade  radiates towards a surface environment temperature  rather 
than directly toward the vault of heaven (which is -20 ° C when the internal temperature is at 0 ° C ).
Summer
The presence of double skin allows the installation of  external lovre blade to strip furniture and adjustable, and 
therefore a dynamic control of assists sun, maximizing the penetration of natural light. Moreover, the presence of 
opaque walkways  generates an effect of shade that allows the use of mobile blade, which favour the brightness 
of the offices. Finally, in order to limit overheating of louvre blade and hollow space of double skin, the strip of the 
façade of the building are open to different heights allowing natural ventilation effective and also limiting the 
temperature rise to only 2-3 ° from the external temperature.

NATURAL NIGHT VENTILATION  OF OFFICES
The cooling night of the offices through air renewal is part of the energy strategy of 
the building, in order to cooling the volume and walls. At the moment, this night 
ventilation is realized by means of mechanical �free cooling�.
Should it be possible to do this ventilation in a completely passive way, introducing 
openings on the façade.  Because of its simplicity, its effectiveness and its integration 
with architecture, was chosen the solution to opening doors 
directly on double skin (solution B).
Please note that these doors must be opened at least 30 ° (for obtaining a sufficient 
result), and, taking into account the side of openings, there may be a certain diversity 
of ventilation (longitudinal), which could be mitigated by presence of further central 
opening.

solution A: horizontal 
evacuation opening of 
vetilation 

solution B:  evacuation 
opening of vetilation 
(full height)

solution C:  high and low 
horizontal evacuation 
opening of vetilation 

GREENHOUSE
The greenhouse is a space imagined by the architects after the preliminary project, 
indeed similarly to the spaces previously studied, distinguish different issues: the 
management of solar assists , visual comfort, natural ventilation. It seeks to adapt 
the space and devices to seasonal variations (winter, summer, spring, autumn) and 
time (day / night): bioclimatic functioning. Not undertake any use of air conditioning 
or heating; solar inputs are privileged in winter and locked in summer; renewal of air 
is minimized in winter to reduce losses, while during the warm periods are expected a 
system of natural ventilation and thermal fluid dynamics - associated with a solar 
effective protection - by limiting the overheating of space. 

Greenhouse functioning: 
winter, day

Greenhouse functioning: 
summer, day

NATURAL LIGHTING
The configuration of the building has evolved compared to the preliminary project and 
the first version of the final one. The level of visual comfort is generally good for areas 
offices, taking into account the large glass surfaces and their high level of light 
transmission, it remains low in areas of corridors. For open-space areas  offices 
exposed to the East and West, daylight factor  with solar shield raised is around 
1-1.5% at the internal side of offices.
In the northern offices  brightness rate is very high. This is good for the autonomy of 
natural light, but could pose problems of glare, and as a result of louvre blade agrees 
to provide to ensure visual comfort that are manageable by users of the office.

natural daylight in office area  Daylight factor, at the level of 
job plans

daylight  factor in training floor daylight factor in management floor
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first floor - bar/terraceground floor � lobby areaground floor 

5th  floor � control room4th floor � conference room3th floor � control room

7th floor � training 32th floor � management 33th  floor � management

35th floor � restaurant 36th floor � exposure 37th  floor � cafeteria

east elevation south elevation north elevation

section of the auditorium with multiple function : concert/exhibitions/conference hall

roof section solar greenhouse section
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IssuesIssues WeightsWeights ScoresScores

Building weighted score 3,4

Type of 
building:
Office building

Date of 
construction:
N.A..

Location:
Torino, Italy

Phase of 
verification:
preliminary plan

PREVISION ON
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI)


